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MESSAGE FROM
THE CEO

Herbert-Michael Zapf
President and CEO, IPC
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The year 2013 was marked by further changes for
the postal sector worldwide, driven by the ongoing
decline of mail volumes and impressive growth in the
parcel and packet markets, but also steady postal
innovation. Operators are reinventing themselves
to meet new challenges by optimising processes,
entering into new markets and developing new
products in line with consumer needs. The strong
performance of posts listed on the stock exchange
and of those which were privatised in 2013, as well
as the overall revenue growth for the sector as a
whole, confirms that these strategies are paying off.

IPC’s mission is to help posts to reduce costs, increase revenues and enhance visibility. Throughout 2013,
major steps have been taken to further contribute to these objectives.
As illustrated in this Annual Review, IPC continues to enhance its operational solutions to adapt to new market
realities and help posts to meet evolving customer demands through technological enhancements. The launch
of the new Global Customer Service System, for example, is a major achievement in this context. Moreover,
the number of posts using IPC solutions in all continents further increased in 2013.
E-Commerce has been a major focus of our activities. While global mail volumes are declining, domestic and
international e-Commerce is experiencing rapid growth throughout the world. Cross-border e-Commerce will
be a major driver of postal growth in the years to come. Benefiting from this growth potential will, however,
only be possible through enhanced cooperation and greater postal network integration.
Following a strong call by our members and building on its existing technological solutions, IPC has taken
a significant step towards greater integration of postal networks by developing the technical capacity for
posts to offer a reliable end-to-end cross-border delivery service through the IPC e-Commerce Interconnect
Programme (eCIP). The programme is a unique undertaking with the aim of creating the best conditions for
postal operators to meet demands from consumers and businesses and to fully benefit from the booming
cross-border e-Commerce market. This initiative is a major step forward not only for the whole sector but
also for IPC as a company.
Meanwhile, we have continued in 2013 to ensure high service performance levels for letter mail, through
further enhancement of our priority mail monitoring system and the launch of the UNEX Mail Measurement
System (UMMS).
Sustainability is another area where IPC has contributed to significantly increasing the voice and credibility of
its members but also to substantial results. In its fifth year of environmental reporting, the EMMS programme
continued to make strong progress. Postal operators participating in IPC’s Environmental Monitoring and
Measurement System (EMMS) have reached a carbon emission reduction of 435,000 tonnes of CO2
compared to the 2008 baseline, bringing us within striking distance of our goal to reduce carbon emissions
by 20% by 2020.
Through its various market intelligence products and senior executive forums, IPC continued to explore growth
areas for posts and focused in particular on the potential of direct mail as a key instrument in direct marketing.
Looking back at IPC’s activities over the past year, I can say that IPC and its members are working hand in
hand to provide postal operators with the tools to enhance their operations, adapt to declining mail volumes
and take advantage of the new opportunities open to them.
I therefore have good reasons to look with confidence to 2014, which marks the 25th anniversary of our
company, and to the future. E-Commerce will remain our main priority, with the IPC e-Commerce Interconnect
Programme gaining speed. At the same time, we will continue to maximise the value of existing businesses,
lead the way towards a more sustainable industry and extend our reach in rapidly developing parts of the world.
These achievements would not have been possible without the close collaboration with our members and
the dedication and commitment of the international team of dedicated professionals working at IPC. Strong
cooperation will also be key for us to meet the upcoming challenges in the year to come.
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MESSAGE FROM
THE CHAIRMAN
As Chairman of IPC’s Board, I can proudly say that
2013 was a landmark year for IPC. In November
2013 the Board, composed of the leading posts’
chief executives, took a decision that will impact
not only IPC as a company but the postal sector
as a whole.

Dag Mejdell
CEO Posten Norge
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establishing a fully interconnected network for cross-border e-Commerce
deliveries. We are building the first integrated postal and parcel network that
will enable posts to meet the needs of e-retailers and small and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs) for the delivery of goods, offering them access
to a single integrated postal delivery network. This unique undertaking will
not only place posts in a better position to compete with large international
parcel integrators on the global markets and to take a bigger share of the
e-Commerce market; it will also respond to SME aspirations to reach to new
customers outside of their national markets and address consumers’ concerns
when shopping online from international websites. The programme aims to
offer consumers the same shopping and delivery experience when buying
online domestically or internationally, which will enable postal operators to

”

We have launched the IPC e-Commerce Interconnect Programme aimed at

IPC has a critical role to
play in helping operators
evolve and securing
a viable future for the
postal sector and I am
very confident it will live
up to its mission.

better position themselves in the booming cross-border e-Commerce market.
We are confident that this market-driven initiative will also contribute to the policy goals of boosting cross-border
e-Commerce and hence economic growth.
Completing the deployment of this programme within the participating posts will require the continuous
involvement of IPC members.
In 2013, the ongoing shift in world trade flows and this is particularly true for e-Commerce was once again
confirmed. Eastern European countries are driving e-Commerce in Europe with growth rates well above the
EU average. In line with IPC’s international dimension and with the global nature of e-Commerce, we have to
look beyond the IPC membership. With a yearly growth rate of 30%, Asia Pacific will soon overtake Europe
as the main e-Commerce market. We have to reflect these changes in our work. The key challenge for us will
therefore be to reach out to key players beyond the IPC membership, especially in the Asia-Pacific region.
Cooperation with the International Bureau of the Universal Postal Union is a key priority.
In 2013 the IPC Board had to part ways with one of its long-term and appreciated members. Having served for
more than ten years as President and CEO of Le Groupe La Poste, Jean-Paul Bailly stepped down before the end of
his term. He was my predecessor as Chairman of the IPC Board and was successful in expanding the services the
company offers to members, while continuing to maintain excellence in quality of service. I wish him all the best in his
future endeavours and wish a warm welcome to his successor, Philippe Wahl, as a new member of the IPC Board.
Postal operators find themselves in the challenging position of changing their business models to make the
most of the rapidly evolving digital landscape. IPC has a critical role to play in helping operators evolve and
securing a viable future for the postal sector and I am very confident it will live up to its mission.
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ABOUT IPC
International Post Corporation (IPC) is the partner company of the global postal
industry. IPC is a cooperative association of 24 member postal operators in Asia
Pacific, Europe and North America. Over the past two decades IPC has provided
industry leadership by driving service quality and interoperability, supporting its
members to ensure the high performance of international mail, packet and parcel
services and developing the IT infrastructure required to achieve this. IPC engages
in industry research, creates business-critical intelligence, provides a range of
platforms for member post CEOs and senior management to exchange best
practices and discuss strategy, and gives its members an authoritative, independent
and collective voice. IPC also manages the system for incentive-based payments
between postal operators. With members delivering some 80% of global postal
mail, IPC represents the majority of the world’s mail volume.
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69

20

EMPLOYEES

50

NATIONALITIES

IPC

PROJECT
CONTRACTORS

ORGANISATION CHART

14

LANGUAGES
SPOKEN
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

DAG MEJDELL
PRESIDENT & CEO

HERBERT-MICHAEL ZAPF

2013 EXPENDITURE

€22.3M

OPERATIONS AND
TECHNOLOGY

€2.4M

DIRECTOR MARKETING

SERVICE EXCELLENCE

HERBERT GÖTZ
Driving the market needs stream for
the IPC e-Commerce Interconnect
Programme and responsible for market
intelligence, sustainability, regulatory
services, intercompany pricing and
communications of the company

€1.9M

PROVIDING PLATFORMS

€1.7M

DIRECTOR OPERATIONS & TECHNOLOGY

ALAN BARRIE

CREATING INTELLIGENCE

Driving the operational solutions stream
for the IPC e-Commerce Interconnect
Programme and responsible for quality
of service, technological solutions and
operational activities

€0.7M

INTERCOMPANY PRICING
DIRECTOR FINANCE & HR

CHRIS KALLA-BISHOP
Responsible for finance, human resources and
administration

€0.8M
ECIP

FINANCIAL STATEMENT
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1.1 LEADING SERVICE PROVIDER OF
THE GLOBAL POSTAL INDUSTRY

€208.4 BN
TOTAL REVENUE*

1.7%
AVERAGE REVENUE GROWTH*

2 MILLION
HEADCOUNT*
* FIGURES FOR 2012, SOURCE: THE IPC STATISTICAL DATABASE
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LEADING SERVICE
PROVIDER OF THE GLOBAL
POSTAL INDUSTRY

24
MEMBERS WORLDWIDE
An Post,
Post -Australia
Ireland, Australia
Post, bpost,
PostCanada
- Australia,
BpostCorreos,
Post,
- Belgium,CttCanada
– Correios
PostDe- Canada,
Portugal
Correos
SA,
Cyprus
- Spain,
Post,Ctt
Deutsche
– Correios
PostDeDhl,
Portugal
Sa - Portugal,
Hellenic
Post –Cyprus
Elta, Iceland
Post - Post,
Cyprus,
Itella
Deutsche Post
Corporation,
Le Dhl
Groupe
- Germany,
La Poste,
Hellenic
Magyar
Post – Elta
Posta,
New- Zealand
Greece, Post,
IcelandPosten
Post -Norge,
Iceland,
Itella CorporationPost
Österreichische
- Finland,
Ag, Poste
Le Groupe
ItalianeLa
PostePost
Spa,
- France,
Luxembourg,
Magyar Posta
PostNL,- Hungary,
PostNord,
New Zealand
Royal
Mail Group
PostPlc,- New
Swiss
Zealand,
Post, United
Norway
Post - Norway,
States
Postal Service
Österreichische Post Ag
- Austria, Poste Italiane Spa - Italy, Post
Luxembourg - Luxembourg, Postnl - The
Netherlands, Postnord - Sweden And
Denmark, Royal Mail Group Plc - Uk, Swiss
Post - Switzerland, United States Postal
Service - USA

180
180

POSTAL ORGANISATIONS
TO WHICH IPC PROVIDES
SERVICES
POSTAL ORGANISATIONS IPC
PROVIDES SERVICES TO
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IPC’S 25
ANNIVERSARY
TH
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”

The decision, 25 years ago, by posts from all over the world
to join forces and create IPC to ensure better and stronger
cooperation in order to achieve better quality of service for
consumers, was remarkable and showed extreme foresight.
A greater integration of postal networks has proven
essential to achieve process optimisation and synergies
and meet rapidly changing consumer needs.
IPC has been instrumental for posts to successfully adapt
to a new postal landscape and is now playing a pivotal
role in driving further postal integration to meet the crossborder e-Commerce challenge.
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2.1 IPC’S 25TH ANNIVERSARY

•

19 posts found IPC

•

EMS item tracking starts

•

PostNL joins IPC membership

•

Launch of RESDIT EDI message to
confirm mail load by airlines

•

Start of PRIME project

•

16 members sign REIMS II agreement

•

IPC manages EPG Project

•

IPC starts using RFID to measure items’
performance

Launch of UNEX
end-to-end
Quality of Service
monitoring system

•

Launch of IPC Certificate
of Excellence

•

1st Certificate of excellence
awarded

•

Launch of IPC Customer
Service System (CSS)

Magyar Posta joins
IPC membership

1989

1990

1991

•

1994

1993

1992

•

Standard CAPE
electronic EDIFACT
messages

•

Swiss Post joins
IPC membership

Correos y Telégrafos joins
IPC membership

•

1st IPC market research on
international postal markets

•

1st IPC monitoring on EMS & Parcels

•

Posten AB joins IPC membership
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1995

1997

1999

•

16 posts sign 1st REIMS
(Remuneration of International
Mails) agreement

•

10 IPC members start EPG
international B2B parcel
product

•
•

CAPE Vision software system
launched to monitor despatches
Österreichische Post AG joins
IPC membership

2000

2001

•

1st IPC Website

•

1st IPC Regulatory
Database

•

1st certificate of
excellence awarded
to Post Danmark

•

IPC Tray Pool operates

•

IPC launches its Easy Returns Solution

•

Roll out of Customer Service System
to EMS & PRIME

•

Strategic partnership with MIT Center for Digital Business

•

IPC’s standard mail bags enter into service

Research into direct mail

•

1st Best Practice Seminar on
absence management

IPC’s sustainability programme extends to
South America & Africa

•

IPC develops a Forecasting and Booking tool

•

1st IPC Drivers’ Challenge in Montpellier, France

First installation of IPC Mail
Registration Device

IPC’s 25th anniversary
eCIP deployment
•

Eastern European
posts join UNEX

•

IPC Sprinter
airmail-by-road
system

2007
2002

2005

2008

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2006
IPC & PostEurop collaborate
on postal carbon emissions
measurement and reporting
The REIMS V Agreement
enters into force, signed by
21 postal operators

Future of Mail by Air
Initiative ( FoMbA)
1st IPC Performance
Comparison Report

IPC members join forces to develop
e-Commerce Interconnect Programme
Launch of the IPC Environmental
Measurement and Monitoring (EMMS) System
IPC Regulatory Portal
1st Global Postal Industry Report (GPIR)

IPC launches upgraded
Global Customer Service System
IPC sustainability programme
participants close to reaching 2020
emissions 20% reduction target
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2.2 HIGHLIGHTS OF 2013
Royal Mail Group and
CTT Correios join
the IPC electronic
accounting tool, iPep

Inauguration the UNEX Mail Measurement
System (UMMS), the first web-based platform
that associates all participants of the UNEX
mail measurement

JANUARY
2013

MARCH
2013

IPC releases UNEX
2012 results on
service quality of
international mail,
showing that quality
of letter mail service
in Europe exceeds for
the 15th consecutive
year European
Union’s objectives

IPC and PostEurop sign an agreement to collaborate on
postal carbon emissions measurement and reporting
IPC holds its Annual Conference titled ‘Building a New Compelling Position
for Posts’, with the focus on postal transformation and future challenges
and opportunities driven by e-Commerce growth. Postal operators commit
to offer consumers a seamless global postal e-Commerce delivery network

MAY
2013

The IPC Board gives IPC the green light to start the e-Commerce
Interconnect programme (eCIP) and thus develop a common framework
for enhanced cross-border e-Commerce delivery service

2.3 IPC’S CSR POLICY & CO2 IMPACT
In 2009 IPC became a signatory company of the UN Global Compact initiative and has been an active reporting
member ever since. It has fully embraced the Global Compact’s ten universal principles in the areas of human
rights, labour, environment and anti-corruption and is regularly reporting on its performance.
In 2012, IPC’s carbon emissions amounted to 665 tonnes of CO2 (compared to 864 tonnes in 2011). Over half
(52%) of these emissions were caused by business air travel and more than 40% by road travel (business and
commuting). The remaining 8% were caused by heating, paper usage etc. Per employee this equates to 10.8
tonnes per year, down from 13.6 tonnes the year before.

CARBON FOOTPRINT COMPENSATED
For the fifth consecutive year, IPC partnered with the Climate Neutral Group to compensate its carbon emissions.
The last three years emissions have been fully offset with Gold Standard credits from the Cooking Stoves project
in Kenya. By replacing traditional cooking on an open fire with fuel-efficient cooking stoves, carbon emissions
are reduced and carbon credits generated. Furthermore, this project was also selected for the contribution it
makes to the development of the local population and the region.
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IPC published its fifth annual IPC Postal
Sector Sustainability Report, which
shows that the programme participants
achieved a total CO2 emissions reduction
of 19.4%, only 0.6% shy of reaching the
2020 target of 20%

IPC publishes Global Postal Industry Report key insights,
that provides an overview of the main developments and
trends in the postal sector worldwide and shows overall
revenue increase in 2012

IPC holds its first Senior Executive Forums in
Australasia at the Australia Post Head Quarters
in Melbourne

IPC Mail Registration Device installed in
Iceland Post

DECEMBER
2013

New version of the e-accounting system
iPEP launched, that includes accounting
proper for Terminal Dues invoices

NOVEMBER
2013

Memorandum of Agreement to enhance
cooperation between IPC and PostEurop
on how to boost e-Commerce potential
for posts

OCTOBER
2013

IPC participates in the Asia
Pacific Postal Forum on
e-Commerce & Sustainable
Logistics in Bangkok, Thailand

JUNE
2013

Cyprus Post and Post Croatia join the IPC
E-Parcel Group (EPG), IPC’s integrated
parcel delivery network

IPC organises the second edition of the
international Drivers’ Challenge hosted by
An Post that focuses on eco-driving, safety
and customer service excellence

JULY
2013

IPC participates in the 5th Annual European
E-Commerce Conference in Brussels

IPC participates in the Low Carbon
Earth Summit in Xi’an, China

IPC appoints Thierry Dieu
as Head of Communication

SEPTEMBER
2013
IPC launches an upgraded system,
Global Customer Service System,
enabling a more effective and rapid
resolution of customers queries

Correos’ Office of Exchange at
Barajas Airport in Madrid achieves
the IPC Certificate of Excellence in
the management and processing of
international priority letter mail
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E-COMMERCE
INTERCONNECT

”

The IPC e-Commerce Interconnect Programme lays down
the foundation for a global seamless network allowing
posts to offer consumers and e-retailers tracked end-to-end
reliable delivery service.
Herbert-Michael Zapf
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3.1 E-COMMERCE:
TOWARDS A GLOBAL SEAMLESS NETWORK
Cross-border e-Commerce is expected to grow by 75% by 2020.
However, consumer surveys currently show that consumers and
retailers looking to venture abroad face difficulties including a lack
of visibility in the shipping system and the complexity of return and
delivery solutions.
In this context, IPC has been tasked to build the technical capabilities
for posts to offer SMEs and e-retailers a reliable, predictable and
tracked end-to-end cross-border service.
The platform will allow for full track and trace capabilities offering
end-to-end visibility to retailers and consumers. The platform will
enable posts to offer a reliable tracked end-to-end cross-border
e-Commerce delivery service.
The IPC e-Commerce Interconnect Programme aims to offer
consumers the same shopping and delivery experience when buying
online domestically or internationally. Upon completion of the
programme, all participating posts will be in a position to provide
their local e-retailers and SMEs with access to an integrated global

DESIGNING AND BUILDING CUTTINGEDGE TECHNICAL CAPABILITIES AND
SOLUTIONS TO SUPPORT:

1

INTEGRATED
POSTAL AND
PARCEL
NETWORK

postal delivery network building on:
•

a choice of pre-defined transit times;

•

a full track-and-trace platform from posting to delivery using
barcodes or RFID;

•

cross-border e-Commerce return solutions;

•

consistent cross-border delivery options offering the same
delivery and collection solutions as for domestic e-Commerce;

•

harmonised processes;

•

service reliability, and

•

a more rapid resolution of customers queries through
connected customer centres.

• The programme builds upon existing IPC
initiatives currently involving a larger number
of operators in Europe and beyond: the
IPC Easy Return Solution, the IPC Global
Customer Services System which connects
call centres through an IT-based queries
platform and the 31-member E-Parcel Group
(EPG), which provides a cross-border service
for priority parcels, including tracking and
automated customer service.
• The IPC e-Commerce Interconnect
Programme builds on a continuous
assessment of the market trends via our
market intelligence programme to ensure that
the Interconnect operational solutions being
developed are in line with the needs of both
end customers and e-retailers.
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PROGRAMMES
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4.1 BEST-PRACTICE SHARING AND EVENTS
As an international company offering services to the wider postal community, IPC is uniquely positioned to provide
a platform to share best practices and knowledge in order to foster international collaboration. IPC has set up a
range of forums for senior postal executives and experts to discuss market trends and facilitate the development
of solutions to specific market requirements.

IPC ANNUAL CONFERENCE
Over the years the IPC Annual Conference has become the main global postal sector event and the only
conference to gather so many CEOs of leading posts. This exclusive, invitation-only event provides CEOs with
a unique opportunity to meet their peers and discuss strategic issues for the future of the industry. Top-level
speakers from a range of industries and academia invited to the conference provide true added value as they
share insightful ideas with postal CEOs from across the world and challenge the status quo.
The 2013 IPC Annual Conference took place on 24 May 2013 in Oslo and was attended by over 50 delegates,
including more than 20 CEOs from postal organisations and important industry stakeholders. The conference
focussed on postal transformation and future challenges and opportunities driven by e-Commerce growth.
The main conclusions of the 2013 IPC Annual Conference were that reliability of service, simplification of
product offerings, closer integration with retailers and, most importantly, cross-border cooperation between
postal operators are essential for the postal industry to strengthen its position as the partner of choice and for
both businesses and consumers to fully benefit from e-Commerce opportunities.
The IPC Annual Conference provided the perfect platform for CEOs of IPC member posts to fine-tune the
plans towards building a global seamless e-Commerce network. While e-Commerce business knows no
borders, posts fully appreciate the need to offer customers a seamless service, which can only be achieved
through stronger cooperation and more business integration.
IPC committed to support its members throughout the process of intensifying international collaboration in
order to underpin the development of a commonly supported, seamless e-Commerce delivery network.
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”
Very good forum - venue,
subject, participants with very good exchange
between people. The topic
is very timely and of high
importance to the future
of posts.

SENIOR EXECUTIVE FORUMS AND
BEST PRACTICE SEMINARS
The IPC Senior Executive Forums (SEFs) and Best Practice Seminars
(BPSs) are platforms for strategic discussions and best-practice sharing,
focusing on particular issues relevant to postal executives. Best Practice
Seminars gather technical experts who share their respective approaches
on a given subject, while Senior Executive Forums bring together senior
postal executives from across a range of functions to discuss the strategic
choices facing them in key business areas. The SEFs and BPSs facilitate
discussions and debates that can lead to the development of solutions to
specific market issues.

USPS
IPC’s 2013 SEF events took place in Australia, Belgium and the US on

Good to see everyone
is so keen and open in
sharing information on
their own postal
activities.

themes as diverse as the postal industry workforce of the future, media

Deutsche Post DHL

important professional means of communication, IPC launched online

services and direct marketing, prolonging the life-cycle of transactional mail,
digital business, cross-border e-Commerce and sustainability. The SEF
events continue in 2014 and are open to all postal operators across the globe.

IPC POSTBOARD
In a time where social networks and online interactions have become an
communities dedicated to direct marketing and e-Commerce, aimed at
professionals in the postal industry and beyond. The closed and secure

Very good discussions
and sharing. Right level of
participants. Good content
and presentation.
Norway Post

environments offer a unique possibility for professionals to cooperate on a
specific topic or project.
These platforms have continued to attract new participants in 2013, reaching
almost 200 subject experts from 20 different postal operators. It provides
postal professionals from Australasia, Europe and North America with the
opportunity to interact, discuss and learn from each other within a secure
online environment. Some of the issues discussed include latest product
developments, innovation, industry awards and case studies.
IPC also facilitates online communities for participants in specific
projects, such as the Future of Mail by Air initiative. It gathers some 170
professionals from both the postal and airline industries and is a very
useful tool for sharing the latest updates on the initiative.
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4.2 MARKET INTELLIGENCE
To be successful in the postal industry today, strategic decisions must be
based on relevant and time-critical business intelligence. IPC provides

• E-Commerce:
market research

essential knowledge on trends affecting the strategic direction of the postal
industry, in line with its underpinning mission to assist postal operators in
defending existing business and expanding into new business.

GLOBAL POSTAL INDUSTRY REPORT
The IPC Global Postal Industry Report (GPIR) is the postal sector’s
most comprehensive, holistic and in-depth report on industry trends and
performance, and delivers business-critical industry intelligence to the
IPC membership. This member-only publication provides over 100 pages
of industry-specific analysis, updated and refreshed each year, with a
worldwide coverage of 39 postal operators and the global integrators.
Through its in-depth review and comparison of corporate and business
performance, the GPIR allows for a good understanding of the key drivers
of the industry.

In the framework of the e-Commerce
Interconnect Programme, the marketing
team is conducting market research
and analysis to achieve a common
understanding of customer needs in
terms of delivery service in crossborder e-Commerce markets, as well
as identifying current business gaps in
meeting these needs. These translate
into establishing a set of standard
service specifications which will facilitate
the development of a consistent,
simplified range of service features
among all participants of the IPC
e-Commerce Interconnect Programme.

The 2013 edition of the GPIR extended its reach to include Correos de
México, Pos Indonesia and PTT-Turkish Post. In terms of analysis, the
report was enhanced to include key statistics and industry events, detailed
acquisition and divestment analysis and e-Commerce analysis. At the
same time, it continued to focus on important trends like digitisation and
e-substitution, as well as business and geographical diversification. The
GPIR also looks at the drivers of e-Commerce growth and the impact for
posts.

€422.6BN

IS THE OVERALL POSTAL
INDUSTRY REVENUE IN 2012,
UP FROM €415.9BN IN 2010

IPC also released a publicly available version of the report, IPC GPIR Key
Findings, providing a distillation of the data and analysis included in the GPIR.

6.4%

AVERAGE PARCEL AND
EXPRESS REVENUE GROWTH
IN 2012, COMPARED TO
5.2% IN 2010
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CARRIER INTELLIGENCE REPORTS
IPC Carrier Intelligence Reports provide instant access to critical financial, operational, strategic,
and market information for 50 leading postal and logistics operators from around the world.
The reports have been specifically designed to meet the market intelligence needs of industry
executives, as well as consultants and analysts engaged in research throughout the postal and
logistics sector.
These reports provide relevant and time-critical industry intelligence to IPC members and other
industry stakeholders. In 2013, the scope of the reports was expanded, which now also include
data on quarterly performance, markets and consumers, human resources and innovations, while
further improving the scope and analytical coverage of programme.
Two market intelligence products, the IPC Global Postal Industry Report and IPC Carrier
Intelligence Reports are now available for purchase outside of the IPC membership.

STRATEGIC PERSPECTIVES
IPC Strategic Perspectives on the Postal Market provides a distillation of the cooperative work
carried out between member postal operators and IPC over the past 12 months. The 2013 edition
focused on how new consumer usage of technologies are driving change in both e-Commerce and
media services. The report also looks at the impact on posts of the new business models developed
by large e-retailers. This edition also addresses the implications for postal digital business and how
the postal sector’s initiatives in sustainability compare with other industry sectors.
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4.3 REGULATORY SERVICES
In the postal industry regulation has an important impact on competition and on the market behaviour of
postal service providers. The regulatory landscape goes beyond the European Commission’s Postal Directive:
regulations on consumer rights and data protection, on public procurement, on e-signature or on taxation are
equally important to the postal sector. Currently the B2C parcels market is under the spotlight of European
institutions and Regulators. It is key to enabling consumers and businesses to fully benefit from the potential
of e-Commerce.
It is therefore essential for IPC member organisations to closely follow the regulatory developments so
that they can adjust their activities and respond to new challenges. In this regard, IPC provides insight and
analysis on the evolution of postal regulation, and facilitates discussion platforms for best-practice sharing.
These translate into four major areas of regulatory work:

• IPC Senior Executive Forums on Regulation, high-level
meetings where members have strategic discussions on
issues of regulatory relevance and can develop responses
to key questions they are facing. In 2013 the theme of this
event was how to deal with regulation in a declining market,
in the context of new business opportunities in the parcels
and express area. Participants from 22 posts, together with
academic experts and consultancies, looked at the risks of
future regulation in view of the current market developments.
• The online IPC Regulatory Portal is a valuable resource for
members, giving detailed descriptions and analysis on the
regulatory environment in 27 countries. The new release
launched in November 2013 offers a wide range of new
features and improvements that enable users to rapidly select
regulatory country reports, laws, studies and statistics.
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COUNTRIES INCLUDED IN THE
REGULATORY PORTAL

48

COUNTRIES INCLUDED IN THE
IPC REGULATORY DATABASE

• The IPC Regulatory Database is an annual publication
providing up-to-date data on the regulatory environment in
48 countries.
• The Regulatory Flash, the monthly and weekly newsletter,
provides more than 1,500 readers from the membership with
the latest information and news on regulatory developments
around the world. In 2013 the monthly newsletter featured
interviews from experts from posts that have experienced
postal market liberalisation as of January 2013.
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4.4 SUSTAINABILITY PROGRAMME
Sustainability is high on the international agenda and is a key priority for postal organisations who are fully
conscious of their environmental footprint. In its fifth year of environmental reporting, IPC’s Environmental
Measurement and Monitoring System (EMMS) continues to deliver significant improvements. Rather
than slowing down, the rate of carbon emission reductions has increased compared to the reductions
reported over the past three years. These results are a clear sign that the posts have consistently invested in
environmental sustainability and that their focus on sustainability is paying off.
In 2012 the postal operators participating in the EMMS reached a carbon

FACTS & FIGURES

emission reduction of 435,000 tonnes of CO2 compared to 2011. These
exceptional results have brought the programme participants within striking
distance of the goal to reduce carbon emissions by 20% by 2020 compared

5

YEARS OF THE EMMS

to 2008: a mere 50,000 tonne reduction remains to reach the target.
The carbon management proficiency score moved up from 56 points
in 2009 to 76 points last year. This is an increase of 20 points in just five
years and well ahead of schedule to reach the goal of 90 points by 2020.

25

PARTICIPANTS ACROSS
5 CONTINENTS

19.4%

TOTAL SCOPE 1 AND 2
CARBON EMISSIONS
REDUCTION OF 1,622,000
TONNES

These goals will be reviewed in 2014 in light of the recent progress.
Since the start of the programme in 2008, the original EMMS participants
have already achieved a score of 76% in carbon management proficiency
and reduced combined Scope 1 and 2 emissions by 19.4%. Most
participants have increased the number of alternative-fuel vehicles they use,
often piloting new models.
Collaboration and best-practice sharing continues to be one of the corner
stones of the EMMS programme, which has become a platform bridging the
gap between developed and developing countries and which has engaged posts
from across the globe. To ensure this collaboration, IPC organises workshops,
meetings and best practice seminars. The workshop on EMMS and Scope 3
reduction targets as well as the Best Practice Seminar on alternative vehicles
and fuels in the postal fleet that IPC organised in 2013 were attended by posts
from Africa, America and Europe and were highly appreciated.

20%

REDUCTION TARGET IN
CARBON EMISSIONS BY 2020

Seven posts also competed in the second IPC Drivers’ Challenge hosted
by An Post in Dublin, Ireland in 2013. Participating teams were challenged
to demonstrate their eco-driving, customer service and safe driving skills.
This international competition aims to raise awareness of the impact of ecodriving on CO2 emissions.
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4.5 INTERCOMPANY PRICING
In the area of remuneration for cross-border letter post items, IPC’s terminal dues system ensures that
payments from one postal operator to another for the delivery of cross-border mail are not only cost related,
but are also linked to actual quality of service performance.
The latest agreement, the REIMS V (Remuneration of International Mails) continues to focus on quality of
service for cross-border mail among its participants, while aligning the terminal dues levels to the market situation.
In 2013 three new postal operators joined the REIMS V agreement: Slovenia, Slovakia and Hungary, bringing
the total number to 24 participants.
Postal operators participating in the REIMS V agreement reported improved results in 2013 in the overall
RESDES (receipt message on despatch level) scanning performance. Figures rose to 97.8% from 96.8%
in 2012 and no member was below the penalty threshold of 93%. These results show that operators in
the REIMS V agreement focus on their quality of service for cross-border letter mail. Moreover, in 2013,
REIMS V finalised a pilot preparing the introduction of terminal dues linked to quality of service for bulky
E-format items.
Another core feature of the intercompany pricing service is the IPC electronic
accounting methodology. IPC has released a new version of its electronic

• E-Commerce:
delivery rates

accounting tool, iPep, which now includes core accounting for letter mail
and is used for the calculation and presentation of the terminal dues invoices.
iPep is a unique and modular tool for paperless accounting of terminal dues
that facilitates the electronic exchange and approval of accounting related
data (sampling and weights) and calculates the accuracy of the sampling.
The tool is currently used by 27 operators, with CTT Correios and Royal
Mail joining in 2013. It is open, subject to a fee, to any postal operator, even
those which are not part of the REIMS agreement or IPC’s membership.

Within the framework of the
e-Commerce Interconnect Programme,
the intercompany pricing department
drives the Interconnect delivery rates
work stream. The aim is to elaborate on
new delivery rates models that suit the
needs of cross-border e-Commerce and
increase the focus on quality of service.
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OPERATIONAL
SOLUTIONS
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5.1 E-COMMERCE SOLUTIONS
To help postal organisations grasp the opportunities of e-Commerce growth, IPC has for a number of years
been working on solutions to boost cross-border e-Commerce, which will now underpin the IPC e-Commerce
Interconnect Programme.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Customer expectations have changed tremendously in recent years, at the
same pace as market evolution, marked by the take-off of the e-Commerce

• E-Commerce:
customer service developments

segment. With the rapid growth in cross-border postal items volumes,
customers expect a rapid answer to queries about the location or delivery
status of their items. This has led IPC to further enhance its customer
service system to better suit market and customer needs and to allow a
more effective and rapid resolution of customers queries. IPC has therefore
upgraded its existing customer service system, which was developed 12
years ago, into a new web-based application, called the Global Customer
Service System (GCSS).
The new IPC Global Customer Service System aims at reducing the

Ensuring a swift treatment of crossborder customer enquiries is essential
for posts to be able to play a bigger
role in cross-border e-Commerce. The
IPC Global Customer Service System
is therefore a key element of IPC’s
e-Commerce solutions, including more
specifically the development of tailormade workflow for e-Commerce items.

time required to resolve customer queries, meeting the evolving needs of
customers while at the same time reducing the workload and hence the
costs for the individual posts’ customer services. With the inclusion of all
international tracking information and a continuous updating of data, this

FIGURES FOR GCSS

tool answers the increasing demands from e-retailers and consumers for
real-time information about the whereabouts of cross-border postal items.
With its design based on a fixed set of procedures with agreed response
targets per supported product and automatic inclusion of the latest tracking

182

OPERATORS USE THE GCSS

information, the GCSS provides a clear and straightforward process for
both customers and agents.
In July 2013 IPC deployed the first module of the GCSS for the E-Parcel
Group and in November 2013 for the PRIME members.
IPC has also set up a dedicated Working Group on Customer Service Quality

> 250

CALL CENTRES LINKED
ACROSS THE WORLD

Awareness, with the aim of creating tools, guidelines and methodologies
that will help customer service agents to better operate the GCSS workflow
and respond to market demands.
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• E-Commerce:
cross-border delivery
In line with IPC’s ambition to bring
customer-centric solutions to market in
order to support the growth of crossborder e-Commerce, IPC has started
developing solutions to offer e-retailers
and their customers greater choice in
cross-border delivery options when
making online purchases.
These options include postal outlets,
retail points, pack stations, postal
lockers and home delivery, depending
on the options available in the country
of delivery.

• E-Commerce:
easy returns
This solution is being expanded by
IPC to better support the growth of
cross-border e-Commerce by offering
e-retailers and their customers a simple
cross-border return solution for goods
purchased online.
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RETURNS SERVICES
Returning goods purchased online is an important element for customers,
e-retailers and postal operators. Together with a group of postal operators,
IPC has developed an Easy Returns Solution (ERS) – supported by the
EPG network – which allows e-retailers to create specific cross-border return
labels for their customers abroad. These labels contain information for postal
operators in the country of origin as well as in the country of destination, and
as such ensure an easy and seamless return of unwanted goods.
Over the course of 2013, seven new postal operators joined the solution,
bringing the total number of participants to 25. IPC has also upgraded
the ERS IT platform and built a specific module for processing customs
information. This has led to the creation of a CN23 customs declaration
form in addition to the ERS label, which allows the service to be deployed in
countries outside the European Union.

5.2 PROCESS HARMONISATION
ENHANCING POST-AIR CARRIER INTEGRATION
WITH PAPER-FREE MAIL HANDLING
Due to increasing challenges in mail transport by air, IPC recognised the need to address post-air carrier
integration issues in cooperation with other stakeholders. The Future of Mail by Air (FoMbA) initiative was
launched to respond to changes in the mail and airline industry and support market and regulatory demands.
IPC is working to optimise and align business processes, realise system synergies, reduce waste and find new,
paper-free solutions. The FoMbA initiative’s Standard Operating and Messaging Procedures (SOMP), which
continue to be enhanced, have become a comprehensive description of industry best practice in the carriage
of mail by air. In 2013 the FoMbA initiative moved a step further by not only describing but progressively
implementing the business processes as per the SOMP.
Under the IPC FoMbA leadership, a sustainable and reliable worldwide network is being created that meets
the demands of e-Commerce and facilitates business growth for postal operators and air carriers.
The initiative to replace paper delivery bills by Electronic Data Interchange
(EDI) and reduce paper-based handling to a minimum has expanded further
in 2013 to involve 18 postal operators and 26 air carriers.
The results speak for themselves. Efforts to move from paper delivery bills to
electronic messaging-based transportation monitoring have paid off. Targets
have been progressively expanded since the beginning of the programme:
from a first target of 10% in 2010, the paper-free documentation score
reached 55% in 2012. Participants have committed to achieving 75%
paper-free delivery volumes in 2014 with a minimum threshold of 50% per
participant. At the end of 2013 the overall paper-free score achieved was
78%, with almost all posts and carriers reaching the threshold of 50%.
Availability of electronic Proof of Custody (POC) and Proof of Delivery
(POD) is key not only for paper-free transport but also to improve visibility
and accountability. The IPC Mail Registration Device (MRD) concept
offers posts and carriers an efficient way to establish reliably the transfer

78%

PAPER-FREE DOCUMENTATION
IN 2013

18

POSTAL OPERATORS

26

AIR CARRIERS

of custody at origin and destination and provides reports to all stakeholders
concerned with electronic POC and POD data. In 2013 the number of sites
with a POD MRD and the required system set up and operational procedures
in place increased from 8 to 12. The level of the number of PODs generated
from these sites increased from 50% to 75% of receptacles received.
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• E-Commerce:
process harmonisation
Process harmonisation is also an important
part of the eCIP programme. In this area, key
aspects are being developed and enhanced:
labelling, carrier integration and seamless
customs processes.

STREAMLINING CUSTOMS AND PROCESSES
Postal operators are facing challenges due to increased liberalisation
of world trade and a growing e-Commerce market. The customs
and security procedures applied to mail have changed in the past
years, together with the regulatory and market environment in which
posts operate.
IPC is helping postal operators to address customs and security
issues through its Mails Electronic Data Interchange and
Customs Integration (MEDICI) programme. MEDICI allows
participating postal operators to capture and electronically
exchange customs information to clear customs and assess duty
and tax. Posts managed to both minimise the costs of capturing and
supplying data in electronic form and to ensure that full advantage
is taken of resulting opportunities to improve services.
The wide range of labels, presentation of the mail and miss-routes
are also problematic issues in the postal industry. Streamlining
these processes is also crucial for increasing the efficiency of postal
operations. IPC works on four aspects in this field: mail verification,
miss-routes, over-labelling and mail presentation.
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5.3 OPERATIONAL SERVICES
IPC manages several solutions directly aimed at improving interoperability
between posts and the quality of postal operations, as well as the delivery
of actual operational services, tray and bag pools and the Sprinter
transport network. IPC manages these services centrally and monitors

FIGURES FOR TRAYS,
BAGS & SPRINTER

them closely via the CAPE Vision tool that has dedicated modules for each
service. This ensures that the equipment and the vehicles are used in the
most efficient ways to help members manage postal traffic.
The Tray and Bag Pools managed by IPC offer benefits in terms of cost

460,000
TRAYS IN STOCK

savings, effective planning and usage of resources. Through its CAPE Vision
tool IPC monitors the movement of the bags and trays in operation and
ensures good stock management. The standardised products bring a lot of
operational benefits for the pool members. Using one type of receptacle within
a pool means that the total number of receptacles (trays and bags) needed

6M

TRAYS EXCHANGED IN 2013

is much smaller as the same receptacles received with international inbound
mail can also be used for despatching outbound international mail to the
pool members. Savings are also achieved as repatriating empty equipment
is cut to a minimum. The IPC tray also stacks and nests well, which reduces
storage space in the production areas as well as in storage facilities.
IPC also manages the Sprinter road transport network. The centralised
management and monitoring by IPC ensure the highest quality of service,
which for the last eight years has been above the contractual target of 97%
of items delivered on time. Transponders attached to the vehicles transmit

75,000

BAGS IN STOCK

700,000

BAGS EXCHANGED IN 2013

tracking data, which is detected by IPC’s RFID network at each office of
exchange. IPC feeds tracking events into CAPE Vision, which allows to
assess performance and to report back to participating postal operators.
In 2013 the network expanded and mail from seven posts of origin is
transported to nine destination offices.

44.5

TONNES OF MAIL
TRANSPORTED PER WEEK VIA
THE SPRINTER TRANSPORT
NETWORK IN 2013

97%

QUALITY OF SERVICE FOR
THE TRANSPORT NETWORK
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CERTIFICATION ASSESSMENTS
The IPC Certification for excellence is an independent process that encourages postal operators to strive for
excellence in the management and processing of international letter mail. Certificates are awarded to qualifying
offices of exchange and airmail units. The main criteria for assessment refer to organisation and resource
management, quality management, interface relationships with international partners, carriers and handlers.
In 2013 one office of exchange received a certification for the first time: Correos’ Madrid Office of Exchange
at Barajas Airport in Spain. Last year nine offices were recertified: Athens, Brussels, Auckland, Vienna, Hall in
Tirol, Dublin, Fredericia, Copenhagen and Frankfurt.

PERFORMANCE CENTRE OPERATIONS
The IPC Performance Centre provides quality monitoring in letter mail for postal operators within its
membership. It sends quality reports and alerts to postal operators, helping them to improve their services
or plan and manage peak traffic volume periods, in particular end-of-year traffic. As such, the Performance
Centre sends out regularly different types of quality reports: weekly inbound scanning reports, monthly
performance and certification alerts, UNEX ranking reports and miss-routing reports. It also sends out ad hoc
exceptional event reports as needed.
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5.4 MANAGEMENT AND REPORTING FOR
INTERNATIONAL POSTAL NETWORKS
As an international player in the postal industry, IPC is managing and coordinating a number of international
postal networks that focus on value-added letter services (like PRIME), express mail service (EMS Task Force
group), priority parcel products (E-Parcel Group) and priority and non-priority parcels (Parcel Performance
Reporting group). IPC provides for these networks monitoring, tracking or reporting services as well as a reliable
global customer service system.
The PRIME initiative is aimed at developing and improving value-added letters services – Registered, Exprès and
Insured. The network has grown extensively over the past years and reached 117 members in 2013, representing
a growth of nearly 20%. In 2013, the revised Global Customer Service System was successfully deployed for
PRIME. With growing e-Commerce volumes, a return product for PRIME, called International Merchandise
Returns Service, has been developed and the first tests have been conducted during the last quarter 2013.
The IPC EMS Task Force group of 13 postal operators ensures high-quality delivery performance and
drives improvement of how members measure EMS performance so that EMS items are delivered according
to customer’s expectations. The group works closely with PRIME and the E-Parcel Group, as well as with the
Universal Postal Union (UPU) EMS Cooperative. Today, quality reports developed by the EMS Task Force are
distributed to all the members of the UPU EMS Cooperative.
Concerning the E-Parcel Group (EPG), IPC provides project management, monitoring services to measure
adherence to formally agreed standards, and support to set up and implement improvement action plans when
needed. Years of successful cooperation between postal operators and IPC have resulted in continuous expansion
of the E-Parcel Group network, its volumes and its quality of service. EPG’s geographical expansion continued
in 2013, with three new members joining the network: Romania, Croatia and Cyprus, bringing the total number
of postal operators involved in the EPG network up to 32. Each operator’s delivery network covers the entire
country, therefore providing competitive delivery standards for all regions.
IPC also provides the Parcel Performance and Reporting (PPR) group with dedicated monitoring and
reporting for priority and non-priority parcels under UPU operational rules. Based on a set of agreed tracking
events and targets, IPC creates various performance reports. The PPR group currently numbers 13 members to
whom IPC provides Customer Service System, IT support as well as performance monitoring. In 2013 a number
of enhancements have been made to the performance reports to provide additional information to the members
of the group.
IPC continues to provide services to the Kahala Posts Group (KPG), whose aim is to focus on service
performance improvement to meet the levels of reliability required by customers. These services include quality
of service monitoring, provision of reporting services, customer services and, as of 2013, e-Commerce solutions.
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5.5 TRACKING, MONITORING AND REPORTING

To ensure high service performance levels, IPC provides a whole range of technological tools and systems that
are used not only by IPC member posts, but also by the wider postal community. IPC tracks real mail at the item,
receptacle and consignment levels via barcode scan events. It also measures letter mail and packets via test
mail with RFID transponders sent via external providers in its UNEX™ measurement system. The track events
from either real mail or – where needed – test mail allow for near real-time monitoring of the segments of the
operational pipeline for all postal products exchanged. IPC’s technology infrastructure works together to enable
the maintenance and upgrade of quality of service. The data gathered is used both internally at IPC for reporting,
analysis or management purposes and externally by postal operators across the world.

• E-Commerce:
In order to reach the required service levels, IPC
has set out to develop the capability to monitor
and control the operations processing and
transport network. The CAPE Vision management
reporting platform, which exploits the CAPE
centralised electronic messages database, is also
used to support various eCIP work streams.
IPC is building a technical platform to allow for a
cross-border end-to-end tracked service through
RFID technology.
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MONITORING OF INTERNATIONAL MAIL FLOWS

DATA
IS COLLECTED

This generates

via barcode scanning
or RFID technology

EDI

ELECTRONIC MESSAGES
that are transmitted over the
postal EDI networks

The

RETURNS
PLATFORM

Messages are
captured in the

IPC CAPE

used for label creation,
pre-advice and barcode
management

DATABASE
The stored data is then
utilised via:

The

ITEM
MONITORING SYSTEM

The

which generates
performance reports for
tracked international
mail

WEB-BASED
GLOBAL CUSTOMER
SERVICE SYSTEM
(GCSS)
all inquiries include EDI
messaging

The

CAPE VISION
PLATFORM
which provides global
management of the despatch,
transport and receipt of
international mail
consignments,
despatches and
items

STORM
(Single Tool for Online
Reporting and Monitoring)
is used to distribute the
reports developed by
the Item Monitoring
platform
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IPC is able to track different types of postal products sent and received in

FIGURES FOR CAPE SYSTEM

the postal pipeline with its technological systems.
To collect the data on the international mail, IPC uses barcode scanning

180

of the mail receptacles and premium postal items, as well as its Radio
Frequency Identification Technology (RFID). This generates EDI electronic

POSTAL OPERATORS
USED CAPE TO SEND
PREDES MESSAGES

messages that are then transmitted via the EDI postal network and recorded
in the CAPE (Computer Aided Post through EDI) system at IPC.
CAPE Vision is the current management reporting platform that exploits
the CAPE centralised electronic messages database to support the various
functional areas in managing the business. The CAPE system serves as the

64M

basic platform of many services that posts rely on every day by providing
a near real-time postal operations tool for the monitoring, planning and

RECEPTACLES WERE TRACKED

analysis of mail exchanges for all postal products. It is used by hundreds of
operations managers across the world on a day-to-day basis, and contains
data on mail exchanges between around 200 posts.

450

The CAPE system is also an essential database enabling many of the

ACTIVE USERS INCLUDING
USERS OF 30 AIRLINES AND
HANDLING AGENTS

services IPC provides, such as: qualification process for the IPC Certificate
of Excellence, international operations, IPC Tray Pool, IPC Bag Pool, IPC
Sprinter Network, IPC Future of Mail Transport by Air Initiative, Global
Customer Service System, etc.
In 2013 IPC worked on several aspects of the system: enhancing the overall
reporting experience, expanding the systems’ on-demand track-and-trace
capability and introducing a new functionality to handle the analysis and
processing of item attribute flows.

Performance measurement for international postal items such as EMS, registered letters and parcels, which
bear a unique barcode is done via IPC’s Item Monitoring services. The reporting focuses on the quality of
service, return of the tracking information and timely transmission of tracking information. Complementary
reports to assist accounting between operators are also produced. The Item Monitoring system generates
reports for a number of IPC network groups: the EMS Task Force, the E-Parcel Group, the Parcel Performance
and Reporting Group, PRIME, Kahala Posts Group and the UPU EMS Cooperative. To distribute the reports
developed by the Item Monitoring department, IPC uses its Single Tool for Online Reporting and Monitoring
(STORM). Its modules include: a download centre for reports and diagnostic files, online reporting that
publishes performance reports, EDI transaction reports, document centre and reference data.
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TEST MEASUREMENT OF INTERNATIONAL LETTER SERVICE
PERFORMANCE WITH UNEX™
IPC measures quality of service of non-registered priority letter mail via its UNEX™ system. It
provides the participating postal operators with crucial information regarding the quality of their
operations, which enables them to identify bottlenecks and take the corrective actions where
needed. It also produces data on quality scores that are then used for calculating terminal dues
payments and setting quality of service targets.
UNEX™ test letters posted in one country, pass through the world’s postal
networks until delivered to the addressee in the destination country. Most of
these letters contain a small Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) tag. At
specific reading points in postal facilities, the RFID tag transmits its identity,

2013 UNEX RESULTS FOR
EUROPE

anonymously, from the processing facility to IPC’s global RFID Network
Centre in Brussels.
The UNEX™ system is based on a network of volunteer ‘panelists’ – over
4,500 individuals – working via the four contractors involved in UNEX.
Panelists send and receive test letters according to a weekly plan. About
500,000 international first-class/priority mail test letters and some
15,000 ‘encombrants’ (packet formats) are sent and tracked each year in
the system.
In 2013 the UNEX™ Mail Measurement System (UMMS) was released.
UMMS is the first web-based platform that associates all participants of the
UNEX™ mail measurement: UNEX™ postal operators, panel sub-contractors
and test mail producers, panelists and IPC. The system is designed to
maximise efficiency of the UNEX system measurement tools.

92.5% J+3

IE 92.5% OF UNEX TEST
MAIL WAS DELIVERED IN 3
DAYS FROM POSTING DAY J.
THIS IS WELL ABOVE THE EU
SPEED OBJECTIVE OF 85%
DELIVERED IN J+3.

98.2% J+5

IE 98.2% OF UNEX TEST
MAIL WAS DELIVERED IN 5
DAYS FROM POSTING DAY J.
THIS IS WELL ABOVE THE EU
RELIABILITY OBJECTIVE OF
97% DELIVERED IN J+5.
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IPC MEMBERS

AUSTRALIA

AUSTRIA

BELGIUM

CANADA

Ahmed Fahour

Georg Pölzl

Koen Van Gerven

Deepak Chopra

Australia Post
Managing Director and CEO

Österreichische Post AG
Chairman of the Board and CEO

bpost
Chief Executive Officer

Canada Post
President and CEO

CYPRUS

DENMARK

FINLAND

FRANCE

Andreas Gregoriou

KB Pedersen

Heikki Malinen

Philippe Wahl

Cyprus Post
Director

Post Danmark
Chief Executive Officer and
Deputy CEO of PostNord

Itella
President and CEO

Le Groupe La Poste
President and CEO
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GERMANY

GREECE

HUNGARY

ICELAND

Frank Appel

Kostis Melachroinos

Zsolt Szarka

Ingimundur Sigurpalsson

Deutsche Post DHL
Chairman of the Management
Board and CEO

Hellenic Post ELTA
Chairman of the Board of
Directors and CEO

Magyar Posta RT
Chief Executive Officer

Iceland Post
Managing Director and CEO

IRELAND

ITALY

LUXEMBOURG

NEW ZEALAND

Donal Connel

Massimo Sarmi

Claude Strasser

Brian Roche

An Post
Managing Director

Poste Italiene SPA
CEO and Managing Director

Post Luxembourg
Managing Director

New Zealand Post
Group Chief Executive

NORWAY

PORTUGAL

SPAIN

SWEDEN

Dag Mejdell

Francisco de Lacerda

Javier Cuesta Nuin

Hakan Ericsson

Posten Norge
Chief Executive Officer

CTT- Correios de Portugal SA
Chief Executive Officer

Correos
President and CEO

PostNord
President and Group CEO

SWITZERLAND

THE NETHERLANDS

UNITED KINGDOM

UNITED STATES

Suzanne Ruoff

Herna Verhagen

Moya Greene

Patrick R Donahoe

Swiss Post
Chief Executive Officer

Post NL
Chief Executive Officer

Royal Mail Group plc
Chief Executive Officer

United States Postal Service
Postmaster General and CEO
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